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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which statements are correct for service contracts?
A. A service contract is optional documentation that might be
provided for an SOA Service.
B. Each SOA Serviceincludes a service contract.
C. A service contract defines which clients are allowed to
access a particular SOA Service.
D. A service contract defines the functional and non-functional
capabilities provided by an SOA Service.

E. When using web services, the WSDL for the web service is the
service contract.
Answer: B,D
Explanation:
A: All Services must have a contract that adheres to a
predefined template.
C: A contract describes the Service in human-readable terms,
enabling a solution designer to determine its capabilities and
characteristics. It includes both functional and non-functional
terms. The functional aspect of a contract describes the
available operations of a Service and their functional
capabilities. It should be stated using business terms, in
order to promote alignment of Services to business concepts.
Contracts also specify non-functional aspects of Service, such
as invocation protocols, security requirements, semantics,
transaction requirements, invocation style, quality of Service,
etc.
Reference: Oracle Reference Architecture,SOA Foundation,
Release 3.1
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Answer: A,B,E
Explanation:
A: A Service administrator manages administrative functions
related to Oracle Cloud services within an identity domain.
D: The privileges given to the DBaaS Database Administrator
role include:
Can scale, patch, and back up or restore database deployments

NEW QUESTION: 3
A technician needs to build a cloud solution with the following
parameters:
* Predictable cost
* Easy expansion of resources
* Ability to control every aspect of the environment
Which of the following would be the BEST solution for the
technician to implement?
A. Software as a service
B. Platform as a service
C. Hybrid cloud
D. Hardware as a service
Answer: D
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